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elikleingallery
#ShenShaominʼs work will be featured in “CHINESE
WHISPERS: Recent Art from the Sigg Collection,” at
@MAK_Vienna, in dialogue with the collector Uli Sigg and in
cooperation with the @KunstmuseumBern and the
@ZentrumPaulKlee. Curated by Bärbel Vischer, Curator,
MAK Contemporary Art Collection, this exhibition opens on
January 30 and runs through May 26, 2019.
_
"Cultural and sociopolitical values form the frame of
reference of the MAK exhibition. The museum creates a
discursive platform by contrasting works from the Sigg
Collection with objects from the MAK Collection. This
interplay highlights Chinaʼs contemporary art production as
well as its aesthetic or iconographic references. The
historical object becomes a vision machine for the
contemporary."
_
Image: Shen Shaomin, "Mao Zedong," (detail) 2008. Oil on

canvas, silica gel. 51 1/8 x 59 inches (130 x 150
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Add a comment...

"Van Gogh’s 'Starry
Night' painting came to
exist in a very short
time of 10 minutes.
With this opportunity, I
shared a dream I had
been thinking of for
many years".

3.How important are social networks in
your business? And which platform do you
prefer and why.

5 questions to the
ebru artist @GaripAy:
museumweek.org/magazine/20
20/…
Interview by
@FabioPariante
#magMW
#MuseumWeek

Social networking is a crucial way of experiencing the world and
the people as talking to different people brings different
feelings. As an artist, I tolerate anyone’s speech no matter good
or bad since I can learn a lot from it.
As for online social platform, I generally use WeChat because
most of my work partners and friends use it. I also use YouTube
since the content on Chinese video platforms tends to be
monotonous, whereas on YouTube, I can have abundant video
resources and information.

4.Due to the coronavirus emergency, how
have you changed your business on social
networks?

Aug 6, 2020
MᴜsᴇᴜᴍWᴇᴇᴋ
Retweeted

During the coronavirus pandemic, I have stayed at home alone
for 3 months, during which living alone was very different from
previous ones. Being forced to live alone during the pandemic
made me realize that how vulnerable and powerless human
being can be in front of such invisible enemy.
I stay connected with my family or friends via social media and
learn the world outside through online platforms. Meanwhile
experiencing the convenience, I also experienced a loss of

intimacy between each other when we were separated by the
(https://museuminternet. It now has become a trend. An artist not only has to
week.org/magazine)

ICOM
@IcomOfﬁciel

it is with great sadness
that we follow the
news coming from
Beirut. We share the
grief of the Lebanese
people so deeply
affected by the two
explosions, and the
concerns about the
severe damages
suffered by the local
museums.

adapt but also needs to consider the potential issues within it.
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Shen Shaomin on social networks: Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/ShenShaomin/)
Shen Shaomin (Heilongjiang, 1956) is a Chinese artist and studied
art history for three years at Harbin College of Education.
His artistic path begins with the printing in 1979, and today in
particular, his kinetic sculptures are the result between the real and
the imaginary that re ect the Anthropocene, the current geological
age in which the terrestrial environment is conditioned by effects of
human action.
In 2010, in reference to the global nancial crisis of 2008, the artist
created the “Summit” exhibition in Hong Kong with the sculptures of
the former Communist leaders. Instead, in 2012 Shaomin opened
his Beijing studio to young Australian artists for residencies, thus
promoting artistic talent in both countries. The artist has exhibited
all over the world and currently lives and works between Beijing and
Sydney.
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1.In your opinion what is the role of a
museum?

ON FACEBOOK
(HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOO

Artwork in the artist’s hand is still alive when un nished and

MuseumWeek

will become a “dead body” once nished. Museum of art, as one

52,193 likes

of the inevitable carriers of artwork, resurrects artworks in
front of the audience, whose visits and discussions provide the
Like Page

works a second life and more possibilities. Museum offers art
space for a second nurture.

2.What are your favorite museums in the
world? Why?
Compared to those famous museums with big-names, I prefer

"It is important creating public
establish a direct relationship
and the cultural institutions"
5 questions to the artist Flávia
Brazil
Interview by Fabio Pariante #

niche but experimental ones, for example, the Langen
Foundation located in Germany. This museum, designed by
Tadao Ando, has an appearance perfectly integrated with the
nature. Moreover, it is very inclusive, being not restricted by the
form of art.
Inhotim located in Brazil is like a secret garden of art because of
4,500 plant species introduced by the government. Such

MUSEUM-WEEK.ORG

environment leads to the audience having a mood different

5 questions to the artist

from the one of visiting other art museums. It makes the

Flávia Junqueira, visual artist

audience absolutely relax without any self-limitation.
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Shen Shaomin
about 8 years ago

Shen Shaomin, "Sagittarius," 2005
6

Comment
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5.To create greater engagement among
museums, artists and professionals, do
you have any advice for cultural projects
such as #MuseumWeek?
I think it is a great way that connects museums, artists, and art
practitioners, which itself is a great artistic behavior as
everyone is able to learn more knowledge on art and thus

create more different artworks. I do not have much suggestions
(https://museumweek.org/magazine)
but only hope #MuseumWeek launches successfully.
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